
PRIVACY POLICY / COOKIES

     Please be advised that by entering our website You accept the so
information sent by a web server and saved on the User's side. The "cookies" parameters allow the 
information contained in them
information contained in "cookies" available only to the website they come from. They also enable 
the server to remember individual information about the internet connection session for statist
purposes. If You do not agree to this, You can disable "cookies" in your browser. However, you 
should be aware that this will affect the functioning of cookies on other websites You visit.

     Only for statistical purposes and to improve the qualit
analytical tools of the internet service provider 

     The privacy policy and personal data protection

https://static.nazwa.pl/regulaminy/Pl_prywatnosci.pdf

     We also declare that we do not collect other data using this website. The website does not 
contain any other (internal and external) plugins, probes, forms, add

     We also do not use Google Analytics / FaceBook analytical tools.

      At the same time, in order to provide visitors with the maximum possible protection of privacy, 
this website has the currently most secure SSL certificate, used to encrypt data sent between the 
website visitor and the web server.

     The nazwaSSL Premium certificate (RSA 2048
by ECDSA encoding. The innovative ECDSA (P
breakthrough in cryptography, providing a billion times more security than the commo
encryption. 
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